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  Abstract
  BackgroundUp to 13% of psychiatric patients are readmitted shortly after discharge. Interventions that ensure successful transitions to community care may play a key role in preventing early readmission.

AimsTo describe and evaluate interventions applied during the transition from in-patient to out-patient care in preventing early psychiatric readmission.

MethodSystematic review of transitional interventions among adults admitted to hospital with mental illness where the study outcome was psychiatric readmission.

ResultsThe review included 15 studies with 15 non-overlapping intervention components. Absolute risk reductions of 13.6 to 37.0% were observed in statistically significant studies. Effective intervention components were: pre- and post-discharge patient psychoeducation, structured needs assessments, medication reconciliation/education, transition managers and in-patient/out-patient provider communication. Key limitations were small sample size and risk of bias.

ConclusionsMany effective transitional intervention components are feasible and likely to be cost-effective. Future research can provide direction about the specific components necessary and/or sufficient for preventing early psychiatric readmission.
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 Data from high-income countries including the UK, USA and Canada report that up to 13% of psychiatric patients are readmitted shortly after discharge from acute psychiatric units.
1–4
 Early readmission, usually defined as within 90 days of discharge, represents a negative clinical outcome for patients. Given the high cost of emergency department visits and in-patient psychiatric treatment, it is an important economic issue for policy-makers as well. As such, early psychiatric readmission has been adopted as a negative quality of care indicator internationally and governments are now setting benchmarks for reducing early readmission.
1,Reference Hermann, Mattke, Somekh, Silfverhielm, Goldner and Glover5,Reference Rumball-Smith and Hider6
 In targeting this problem, a key issue that has been explored is that early psychiatric readmission may reflect not only the quality of in-patient care,
1,Reference Zhang, Harvey and Andrew7
 but also the degree of continuity of care with services provided in other parts of the mental health system.
Reference Durbin, Lin, Layne and Teed8
 In particular, it may reflect the ability of mental health systems to provide coordinated care and support as patients transition from hospital to less intensive types of ambulatory care.
1
 Surprisingly, however, evidence in support of interventions designed to optimise this transition is limited. Reports about quality improvement initiatives exist;
9
 but a systematic review evaluating the role of pre-discharge interventions in reducing psychiatric readmission identified only four studies in the literature. This review was limited by its restriction to interventions that occurred prior to discharge and the authors were not able to comment on the necessary and/or sufficient components for the effectiveness of any of the included interventions.
Reference Steffen, Kosters, Becker and Puschner10
 As such, the purpose of our systematic review was to describe and evaluate the efficacy of interventions designed to improve the transition from in-patient to out-patient care in preventing early psychiatric readmission among adults with mental illness.


 Method


 Overview

 We performed a systematic review of interventions whose goals were to assist in the successful transition from in-patient to out-patient care for adult in-patients on psychiatric units. Interventions were implemented during the in-patient admission, in the early post-discharge period or spanned the transition from in-patient to out-patient care (i.e. bridging interventions).
Reference Hansen, Young, Hinami, Leung and Williams11–Reference Coleman, Min, Chomiak and Kramer13
 We sought to describe and categorise published interventions and assess their efficacy in reducing the risk of early readmission.




 Search strategy

 We searched the following electronic databases from inception until January 2012 using medical subject heading and keywords: Medline, CINAHL, EMBASE, PsycINFO and the Cochrane Library. The following terms were developed in collaboration with a hospital research librarian and used to identify potentially relevant articles: Hospitalization, Recurrence, post discharge, postdischarge, rehospitali*, readmit*, discharge planning, continuity of patient care, co-ordination, coordination, outpatient-care, ambulatory-care, transitional-care, aftercare, in combination with mental, psychiatr*, mental disorders, mentally ill persons, mental health services AND intervention*, therapy. The preliminary database search was conducted by one author (T.L.). Bibliographies of articles and review articles were hand-searched to identify primary articles that may have been missed in the initial search. Only published, peer-reviewed articles available in English were included. Peer-reviewed publications were identified in the initial stage of the search process, and potentially relevant abstracts meeting the predetermined eligibility criteria were retrieved to review for inclusion criteria.




 Criteria for study selection


 Inclusion criteria

 We included interventions whose goals were to assist in the transition from in-patient to out-patient care for adult in-patients on psychiatric units. Eligible interventions could have components delivered prior to discharge (pre-discharge), shortly after discharge (post-discharge) or could span both the pre- and post-discharge time periods (bridging).
Reference Hansen, Young, Hinami, Leung and Williams11–Reference Coleman, Min, Chomiak and Kramer13
 We did not restrict studies based on the duration of evaluated interventions. Studies evaluating intensive case management programmes (such as assertive community treatment) were eligible for inclusion because difficulties in the transition to out-patient care may occur even in such a setting. However, we required that such studies specifically evaluate a transitional intervention component. Psychiatric readmission after hospital discharge was a required outcome in all studies. Where studies reported readmission rates at multiple time points, we selected the period of time closest to the discharge date as the primary outcome. Studies of any design were included provided that outcomes were reported in an intervention group and non-intervention group.




 Exclusion criteria

 We excluded interventions not related to adult mental health (i.e. medical, surgical, obstetric, paediatric population), interventions conducted exclusively in populations with substance use disorders and interventions that were involuntary in nature (for example, involuntary treatment orders, legal or forensic interventions). We excluded interventions directed at treating specific psychiatric disorders (for example, using medication or specific psychotherapies) unless there was a component of the intervention specifically aimed at improving the transition from in-patient to out-patient care.






 Data extraction and classification

 Two authors (S.N.V. and T.L.) independently extracted the data from all studies and the co-authors each independently extracted data from a subset of the articles into data summary tables. Data on the study populations, study design, intervention description, outcome description, timing of measurement(s) and outcome rates in the intervention and comparison groups were extracted from each included study. Because most interventions were complex and involved multiple components, the principal author (S.N.V.) then categorised the components of each intervention according to whether the components were implemented pre-discharge, post-discharge or bridged the transition from in-patient to out-patient care (i.e. bridging components). These categorisations were reviewed with all of the other co-authors until a consensus was reached that a set of non-overlapping components had been developed to reflect the intervention strategies described in the included studies.




 Quality assessment

 To assess internal validity of the studies, each study was examined for risk of bias using a standard form adapted from the Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care (EPOC) group's risk of bias criteria.
14
 Specifically, risk of bias in each of the individual studies was assessed using the nine EPOC criteria: randomisation, allocation concealment, baseline differences in outcome measurement, baseline differences in any known or potentially unknown differences between groups that might influence prognosis, treatment of missing data, objectivity of outcome assessment, risk of contamination, risk of selective outcome reporting and other sources of bias (for example related to sample size, design, analytical flaws). The baseline differences considered important to evaluate for this review included sociodemographic, medical and psychiatric characteristics, such as: low income, poor social support, medical comorbidity and number of previous mental health admissions.
1,Reference Zhang, Harvey and Andrew7
 Included articles were systematically evaluated for whether they reported on these potential confounding factors. One author (S.N.V.) performed a risk of bias assessment for all studies along with one additional co-author, such that each article received two independent assessments. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved by consensus, with a third reviewer consulted if agreement could not be reached.




 Data analysis

 The characteristics of studies and attributes of study quality were summarised in tables. Studies were categorised chronologically and by study design (for example randomised controlled trial (RCT) and other study designs). The intervention components within studies were categorised as pre-discharge, post-discharge or bridging. For each study, we calculated absolute risk reduction in readmission rates (in percentage points) or days in hospital during the follow-up period (in days) for each intervention. We planned to combine data quantitatively across studies using standard meta-analytic techniques to arrive at pooled estimates of the odds ratios for readmission associated with interventions compared with usual care where there were a sufficient number of clinical homogeneous studies.






 Results


 Characteristics of included studies

 Database searches yielded 477 unique articles. Reference lists of relevant articles and of 14 relevant systematic reviews were reviewed in an attempt to identify any additional articles meeting inclusion criteria (n = 5). In total, 105 full-text articles were retrieved and reviewed in detail, with 15 meeting inclusion criteria (Fig. 1).
Reference Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff and Altman15



 All included studies were conducted in high-income countries, with the majority from the USA.
Reference Schmidt-Kraepelin, Janssen and Gaebel16–Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 There were eight RCTs, five controlled clinical trials and two cohort studies. Just over half of included studies (8 out of 15) restricted their samples to schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder diagnoses, whereas the others included more representative samples of in-patients. Although most studies excluded participants who were already enrolled in case management programmes, the baseline admission history of participants varied substantially across studies (for example, mean number of previous admissions ranged from 1.9 to 5.8) (see online Table DS1).




 Classification and description of intervention components

 We identified a set of 15 non-overlapping intervention components within the included studies. These included four pre-discharge, eight post-discharge and three bridging intervention components (Table 1). Six studies allowed for the evaluation of distinct intervention components.
Reference Schmidt-Kraepelin, Janssen and Gaebel16–Reference Xiang, Weng, Li, Gao, Chen and Xie22
 The number of intervention components in the other studies ranged from four to nine components. Multicomponent interventions were often developed explicitly as transitional models of care that included multiple pre-discharge, post-discharge and bridging strategies/components.




[image: ]




Fig. 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram.
Reference Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff and Altman15







 Pre-discharge components

 Seven studies tested interventions with pre-discharge components. Two studies evaluated a pre-discharge psychoeducation component derived from the fifth psychosocial module of the social and independent living skills series for individuals with schizophrenia.
Reference Wirshing, Pierre, Wirshing, Guzik, Resnick and Goldstein21,Reference Xiang, Weng, Li, Gao, Chen and Xie22
 Three multicomponent interventions included a pre-discharge medication reconciliation/education component,
Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23–Reference Shaw, Mackie and Sharkie25
 three included a structured needs assessment component
Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Price24,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26
 and one evaluated scheduling a follow-up appointment prior to discharge.
Reference Cuffel, Held and Goldman27






 Post-discharge components

 Eleven studies tested interventions with post-discharge components.
Reference Schmidt-Kraepelin, Janssen and Gaebel16,Reference Prince17,Reference Karniel-Lauer, Szor, Livne, Melamed, Spiro and Elizur19,Reference Beebe20,Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Price24,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26–Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 Post-discharge telephone follow-ups
Reference Beebe20,Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Price24,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26–Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 and home visits (usually by nurses)
Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26,Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28–Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 generally involved enquiry about mental health status and whether or not the patients had visited their out-patient mental health provider. Other components were: specific efforts to ensure timely follow-up with an out-patient care provider,
Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Price24,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26–Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 psychoeducation,
Reference Prince17,Reference Karniel-Lauer, Szor, Livne, Melamed, Spiro and Elizur19,Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26
 family education or communication,
Reference Prince17,Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28
 structured needs assessments,
Reference Schmidt-Kraepelin, Janssen and Gaebel16,Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28
 post-discharge ‘hotlines’ where patients could call either the in-patient ward or a case manager when in distress
Reference Price24,Reference Reynolds, Lauder, Sharkey, Maciver and Cameron29
 and peer support.
Reference Reynolds, Lauder, Sharkey, Maciver and Cameron29,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 Four studies allowed for assessment of distinct post-discharge intervention components: telephone follow-up;
Reference Beebe20
 structured needs assessment;
Reference Schmidt-Kraepelin, Janssen and Gaebel16
 psychoeducation;
Reference Prince17,Reference Karniel-Lauer, Szor, Livne, Melamed, Spiro and Elizur19
 and family education and communication.
Reference Prince17
 The other seven interventions involved multiple components.




 Bridging components

 Nine studies evaluated interventions with a bridging component.
Reference Olfson, Mechanic, Boyer and Hansen18,Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23–Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 Bridging components included timely communication by in-patient staff with an out-patient care or community service provider after discharge;
Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23–Reference Shaw, Mackie and Sharkie25,Reference Cuffel, Held and Goldman27,Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28
 meeting with the out-patient mental health provider prior to discharge;
Reference Olfson, Mechanic, Boyer and Hansen18
 and the use of a ‘transition manager’ who was introduced to the patient prior to discharge and after discharge to optimise the transition out of hospital.
Reference Dixon, Goldberg, lannone, Lucksted, Brown and Kreyenbuhl23,Reference Price24,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26,Reference Cuffel, Held and Goldman27,Reference Reynolds, Lauder, Sharkey, Maciver and Cameron29,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 All six interventions involving a transition manager were made up of multiple post-discharge activities. In addition, four of the studies with transition managers involved pre-discharge components and three of them included another bridging component. Meeting with the out-patient provider prior to discharge was the only bridging component assessed as a distinct intervention.
Reference Olfson, Mechanic, Boyer and Hansen18








 Quality of included studies

 Details of the EPOC quality assessment items are detailed in online Table DS2. Most interventions were well-described, allowing a detailed review of the nature of the interventions. Of eight RCTs, three were pilot projects where the experimental group sample size was under 30
Reference Beebe20,Reference Wirshing, Pierre, Wirshing, Guzik, Resnick and Goldstein21,Reference Reynolds, Lauder, Sharkey, Maciver and Cameron29
 and only two had an intervention group sample size greater than 100 participants.
Reference Chiverton, Tortoretti, LaForest and Walker28,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 Seven studies reported baseline differences between groups on key prognostic factors for readmission such as illness severity or comorbidity that were left unaccounted for in the analysis, raising problems related to confounding in the interpretation of results. Only six studies clearly addressed issues related to individuals dropping out and missing data (nine studies either had dropout rates >20% or did not report data in such a way that the treatment of missing data could be assessed).





Table 1 Intervention components
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	Intervention
component	Randomised controlled trials (ref. no.)	Controlled studies (ref. no.)	Cohort studies (ref. no.)	Summary
	28	25Footnote 
**

	20	29	30Footnote 
**

	21Footnote 
*

Footnote 
a

	22Footnote 
*

Footnote 
a

	23	19Footnote 
*

Footnote 
a

	27	26Footnote 
*

	24	16Footnote 
*

Footnote 
a

	18Footnote 
a

	17Footnote 
a

	Significant studies/total studies,Footnote 
b

n

	Pre-discharge																
	    Psychosocial skills training						✓Footnote 
*

	✓Footnote 
*

									2/2
	    Medication reconciliation and/or education		✓Footnote 
**

						✓				✓				1/3
	    Discharge planning needs assessment								✓			✓Footnote 
*

	✓				1/3
	    Follow-up scheduled prior to discharge										✓						0/1
																	
	Post-discharge																
	    Telephone follow-up	✓		✓		✓Footnote 
**

			✓			✓Footnote 
*

	✓				2/7
	    Efforts to ensure psychiatric follow-up	✓				✓Footnote 
**

			✓			✓Footnote 
*

	✓				2/6
	    Psychoeducational interventions								✓	✓Footnote 
*

		✓Footnote 
*

				✓Footnote 
*

	3/4
	    Home visit(s)	✓			✓	✓Footnote 
**

			✓			✓Footnote 
*

					2/5
	    Family education/intervention	✓							✓							✓	0/3
	    Structured needs assessment	✓												✓Footnote 
*

			1/2
	    Post-discharge ‘hotline’				✓								✓				0/2
	    Peer support				✓	✓Footnote 
**

											1/2
																	
	Bridging																
	    Discharge plan communicated to provider	✓	✓Footnote 
**

						✓		✓		✓				1/5
	    Transition manager				✓	✓Footnote 
**

			✓		✓	✓Footnote 
*

	✓				2/6
	    Meets out-patient provider														✓		0/1




a. Able to independently evaluate effectiveness of individual components.




b. Studies that are significant at P<0.05 or P<0.10, out of all studies.





*

P<0.05





**

P<0.10.










 Intervention effects on readmission

 Although we originally planned a quantitative meta-analytic approach, we chose not to combine the data quantitatively due to substantial clinical heterogeneity. No two studies tested exactly the same intervention components and most studies had multiple intervention components. Furthermore, there was substantial variability with respect to both the timing of outcome (readmission) measurement and in readmission rates across studies (online Table DS1). In the control groups, readmission rates ranged from 13 to 36% for 3-month readmissions and from 4 to 69% for 6–24 month readmissions. For the intervention groups, the corresponding readmission rates were 7–23% for 3-month readmissions and 0–63% for readmissions after 6 months.


 Interventions involving pre-discharge components

 Both studies with a pre-discharge psychoeducation intervention component generated significant results.
Reference Wirshing, Pierre, Wirshing, Guzik, Resnick and Goldstein21,Reference Xiang, Weng, Li, Gao, Chen and Xie22
 One of three multicomponent studies involving a structured pre-discharge needs assessment component reported significant results
Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26
 and one of three multicomponent studies that involved a medication education/reconciliation component had nearly significant results.
Reference Shaw, Mackie and Sharkie25
 The study that evaluated only the scheduling of a follow-up appointment prior to discharge did not find statistically significant results.
Reference Cuffel, Held and Goldman27






 Interventions involving post-discharge components

 Three out of four studies involving post-discharge psychoeducational components revealed significant reductions in readmission in the intervention groups.
Reference Prince17,Reference Karniel-Lauer, Szor, Livne, Melamed, Spiro and Elizur19,Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26
 Two studies out of those that included telephone follow-up (n = 7), efforts to ensure timely follow-up (n = 6) and home visits (n = 5) had positive findings.
Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 Both interventions also included a transition manager (bridging component) as well as other pre- and/or post-discharge components. One of two studies involving a structured post-discharge needs assessment had positive findings.
Reference Schmidt-Kraepelin, Janssen and Gaebel16
 Results approached statistical significance in one of the multicomponent studies that included a peer support component.
Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 None of the studies assessing patient ‘hotlines’ or family intervention had significant findings.




 Interventions involving bridging components

 Two out of six studies involving a transition manager had statistically significant (or nearly significant) findings.
Reference Kasprow and Rosenheck26,Reference Forchuk, Martin, Chan and Jensen30
 One study involving timely communication of the discharge plan to the out-patient provider approached statistical significance.
Reference Shaw, Mackie and Sharkie25










 Discussion


 Summary of findings

 The purpose of this systematic review was to describe and evaluate the efficacy of interventions designed to improve the transition from in-patient to out-patient care in reducing early psychiatric readmission among adults with mental illness. The study is unique in its detailed characterisation of interventions with pre-discharge, post-discharge and bridging components and rigorous quality review. Our systematic search identified 15 studies evaluating a heterogeneous group of interventions that included 15 distinct intervention components. Interventions had a statistically significant impact on readmission in seven of the studies and the effect sizes in these studies were relatively large (13.6–37.0% absolute reduction in readmission rates). We found evidence that, on their own, psychoeducation interventions targeting disease management and living skills reduce readmission rates, as do structured assessments of patients' discharge needs. Effective components identified within the context of multicomponent interventions were pre-discharge medication education/reconciliation; post-discharge telephone follow-up, efforts to ensure timely follow-up appointments, home visits and peer support as well as the bridging components of transition manager and timely communication by in-patient staff with an out-patient care or community service provider during the transition.




 Context within existing literature

 Our results are consistent with the findings of a previous review of pre-discharge interventions in psychiatry where the pooled risk of readmission ratio for discharge planning interventions using data from only four studies was 0.66 (95% CI 0.51–0.84), suggesting that pre-discharge interventions are potentially effective, although there are a limited number of studies.
Reference Steffen, Kosters, Becker and Puschner10
 There is a larger body of literature evaluating the delivery of ongoing community-based care for patients who are at very high risk of readmission (for example, assertive community treatment or other forms of intensive case management). Although not transitional care per se, some of the intervention components are similar to those identified in our review. In recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses comparing intensive case management to standard care, increased numbers of hospital readmissions were observed among individuals receiving intensive case management (odds ratio (OR) = 1.84, 99% CI 1.33–2.57),
Reference Marshall, Gray, Lockwood and Green31
 although length of admission appears to be significantly reduced (mean difference −0.86, CI −1.37 to −0.34).
Reference Dieterich, Irving, Park and Marshall32
 This likely reflects improved retention in care and enhanced quality of community care (as shown by the reduced number of days spent in hospital). None of our studies found an increased rate of readmission in the intervention group, suggesting that the interventions were not functioning to identify patients requiring urgent readmissions due to illness instability. This is perhaps not surprising considering that despite relatively high rates of repeat admissions in some of the samples that we studied, most studies explicitly excluded individuals who were receiving ongoing psychiatric case management services. Interestingly, our results contrast with a similar review of interventions to reduce 30-day readmission in medical in-patient settings where no distinct intervention component or combination of components was identified as effective in reducing early readmission rates.
Reference Hansen, Young, Hinami, Leung and Williams11
 It has been argued that medical readmission may actually represent improved quality of care, potentially reflecting the fact that better hospitals keep sicker patients alive and that these patients appropriately require more readmissions.
Reference Joynt and Jha33–Reference van Walraven, Bennett, Jennings, Austin and Forster35
 These same arguments may not be applicable to psychiatric admissions, however. Mortality is not as common an outcome for psychiatric in-patients compared with medical populations. Furthermore, major modifiable risk factors such as difficulty with medication use and lack of follow-up care explain significantly more of the variance in psychiatric readmission rates than for medical and surgical readmissions where acuity of the admission and medical comorbidity are more important predictors of readmission.
Reference van Walraven, Dhalla, Bell, Etchells, Stiell and Zarnke36
 It follows that if hospitals were to focus on improving the quality of care during the transition from acute psychiatric admission to ambulatory treatment, there would likely be potential to reduce psychiatric readmission rates. Although relatively few in number and of moderate quality and small sample size, the studies described in our review do suggest that this is the case.




 Explanations for findings

 Multiple factors may contribute to high early readmission rates. Acute psychiatric admission plays an important role in the mental healthcare system in the treatment of individuals with serious mental illness.
Reference Tulloch, Fearon and David37,Reference Wickizer and Lessler38
 Yet, financial pressure to reduce in-patient length of stay and realignment of mental health resources to community settings in current psychiatric practice has shifted the role of in-patient admission to stabilisation rather than complete recovery.
Reference Tulloch, Fearon and David37,Reference Wickizer and Lessler38
 Incomplete or partial symptomatic recovery places individuals at risk for relapse of symptoms and subsequent readmission.
1,Reference Zhang, Harvey and Andrew7
 However, other risk factors for early readmission may be more amenable to intervention during the transition to out-patient treatment. These include medication management difficulties, impairment in self-care and absence of aftercare (i.e. referrals and timely follow-up with supports and services).
1,Reference Zhang, Harvey and Andrew7,Reference Lien39–Reference Walker, Minor-Schork, Bloch and Esinhart43
 Most successful interventions included in our review targeted these known major modifiable risk factors for readmission such as difficulty with medication use, knowledge about disease management and coordination of care after discharge.
1,Reference Zhang, Harvey and Andrew7,Reference Lien39–Reference Walker, Minor-Schork, Bloch and Esinhart43
 Interventions identified in our review that did not generate statistically significant results also targeted these same modifiable risk factors. Several of these studies may have been underpowered to detect effects because they were pilot studies or because readmission rates were not the primary outcome. However, it is notable that in two cases there were conflicting findings with regard to very similar interventions. Only one of two studies evaluating the ‘transitional discharge model’ and one of two studies evaluating the ‘critical time intervention’ had positive findings. Although the studies with the positive findings also had substantially larger sample sizes, both interventions with positive findings also had a flexible duration of transitional care lasting up to 1 year where the termination of the intervention was determined by clinical decision or information regarding successful transfer of care to a community provider. In both of the studies, the median length of the intervention was between 6 and 7 months. The corresponding negative studies had time limits of 5 months for the transitional discharge model and 3 months for the ‘brief’ critical time intervention. These findings underscore the potential importance of flexibility in the length of transitional care programmes.




 Study limitations

 Despite the promising preliminary findings of our review, our results highlight that there is a great need for additional high-quality evidence to inform best practice. Given the large body of literature focused on risk factors for psychiatric readmission,
Reference Lien39–Reference Walker, Minor-Schork, Bloch and Esinhart43
 it is surprising that only 15 studies evaluating transitional interventions to reduce readmission rates were identified. The majority of studies were conducted in the USA and therefore the results may not generalise to other health systems where funding and organisational characteristics may differ. Most studies had small sample sizes and were likely underpowered to detect clinically relevant effect sizes. Furthermore, although we did not directly assess the costs of interventions, only two of the included studies provided a cost-effectiveness analysis of the evaluated intervention. In addition, there were significant limitations in study quality. Few studies adequately assessed baseline differences between groups that might be important to readmission prognosis and missing data were often not adequately addressed, raising concern that either selection bias or differential loss to follow-up rates could be responsible for differences in readmission between groups. Few studies clearly demonstrated objective outcome reporting of readmissions and, even in those studies, it was unclear whether it was possible for outcomes to be captured if patients were readmitted to other institutions. Up to 20% of medical hospital readmissions are missed by failing to account for admission to other institutions and this may be an issue for mental health readmissions as well.
Reference Nasir, Lin, Bueno, Normand, Drye and Keenan44



 The clinical heterogeneity of the studies also limits our ability to generate practice and policy implications from the data. The wide variation in readmission rates between studies suggests that these interventions were applied in populations with different levels of risk. This limits our ability to comment on how effective some of these interventions might have been in populations with different baseline levels of risk for readmission. For example, some interventions may have been applied either in populations where the control group was very well resourced and there was no additional benefit from the interventions (i.e. populations with low comparison group readmission rates) or where participant illness acuity was too severe for time-limited, focused discharge interventions to be effective. To mitigate this limitation, we provided detailed information regarding the samples in which interventions were evaluated such that knowledge-users would more readily be able to determine in which populations effective interventions might be implemented (and in which populations the said interventions have not yet been evaluated). Another limitation of the included studies is that the majority tested multiple intervention components together, making it difficult to comment about the relative contribution of any of the individual components of the interventions. This leaves unanswered questions as to what specific components of transitional care interventions are necessary to effect results. However, given the promising nature of some of these multicomponent interventions (for example critical time intervention and transitional discharge model, among others), it is likely that certain combinations of components may be more effective than the sum of their parts. A study using critical time intervention in psychiatric populations published subsequent to the submission of this manuscript for publication adds further support to this concept.
Reference Tomita and Herman45






 Implications

 We observed that transitional care interventions with pre-discharge, post-discharge and/or bridging components may reduce early psychiatric readmission – and that when they are effective, the magnitude of effect appears to be clinically meaningful. This supports the concept that decreasing early readmission rates in patients with psychiatric illness is an attainable goal. Many potentially effective intervention components described in this study, particularly patient psychoeducation, needs assessments and communication between providers, are standard components of best practice. Structured implementation of these intervention components in discharge planning might ensure that patients receive optimal quality of care, with resultant reduction in readmission risk among other positive outcomes. Other observed effective interventions do not necessarily require significant resources either, and it is feasible to evaluate them using readmission rate as one of several metrics. With such a high rate of psychiatric readmission and a paucity of high-quality evidence to inform best practice, additional evaluation of interventions to reduce early readmission in psychiatry is clearly needed. Policy-makers have shifted to the use of early hospital readmission as an indicator of the quality of care. Clinicians and researchers need to further develop the evidence base for clinical interventions that support more seamless transitions from in-patient to out-patient care. Future research can overcome the limitations of previous work to provide direction about specific components that are necessary and/or sufficient for preventing early psychiatric readmission. The taxonomy of classifying interventions into pre-discharge, post-discharge and bridging components may be a useful framework for better understanding which early readmissions are preventable in mental health populations and how to use transitional care interventions most effectively.
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